2018 Board Members

President – Bill Faber
Vice President – Jeff Woods
Treasurer – Chris Sienkiewicz
Recording Secretary – Open Position
Classification Secretary – James Vanover
Field Captain – Open Position
Director 1 – Kevin Johnson
Director 2 – Lynn Gasiorek
Director 3 – Tom Holscher
Director 4 – Robin Howell
Director 5 – Bill Hoffman
Thank you for serving our club.
Per the club’s constitution
“Any vacancy occurring on the Board of Directors, or any other club office,
shall be filled by appointment made by the President, or Vice President in
his absence, with the approval of the Board of Directors.

2018 Event Schedule
ALL 2018 EVENTS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
Regular 3D Shoots
July 7 & 8
August 18 & 19
September 8 & 9
Details for all regular 3D Shoots:
$10.00 for non-members, $9.00 with MBH discount.
$8.00 for members, $5.00 for Seniors (60+)
$20.00 Family Deal - 2 adults (16 and older) and kids in their home (15 and
younger.)
Children 12 and under are free
Registration 8:00am to 3:00 pm
Kitchen open all day
Practice Range open
Targets range from 10 to 40 yds. NO BROADHEADS
30 + 3D Targets with two shooting stakes, Pro and Hunter.

The New Game in Town

Bill Hoffman – Director / Social Media Manager
When it comes to shooting 3D archery here in the state of Michigan, I feel we are
blessed with a plethora of options. Statewide there are many clubs hosting shoots
almost every weekend if you are willing to travel a bit. Often when shooting at my
club, I am with friends and most of the time we do not even keep score. However
recently the completive 3D archery bug bit me and I set out to find what was
available to me as an archer. I figured if people travel all over to golf different
courses, why should 3D archery be any different.
After attending multiple shoots across the state, I have concluded that the
Independent Archers Association (I.A.A.) is where I found the best game, people
and organization. Before we get into what makes the I.A.A. different I’d like to
shed some light on what led to my decision.

I’ve been in the archery club industry for quite a while so the larger organizations
were not unfamiliar to me. Groups like the International Bowhunting Organization
(I.B.O.) and the Archery Shooters Association (A.S.A.) are the big dogs when it
comes to statewide and national shoots. I looked deep into both organizations,
studying their rules, classes and calendars. I soon found myself at an I.B.O. shoot
and admittedly, I had a good time. However, for me the major drawback was the
game itself. At my home club, the Land-O-Lakes Bowmen we use I.B.O. cores and
shooting this particular course was not enough of a change from the norm for me.
The I.B.O. scoring system awards the consistent shooter who can bang out center
10’s while hoping to slide into the bonus ring 11 all day. To me, that gets a little
dull over the course of a full day spent shooting. While it is great hunting practice,
I was seeking a game with a little more strategy when it comes to course
management and risk vs. reward.
Of course, this is just my personal opinion but I have an
issue with the idea of requiring a membership to shoot in
events as well. I often feel that requiring a membership
fee and a range fee is simply double dipping. I get the
concept of pay to play but to me it just rubs me wrong.
That being said, I.B.O. does require you purchase a
membership to shoot only in their state championships
or national level events. Being as this was just a qualifier,
I was not required to purchase a membership. On an
extremely positive note, I will say this, the I.B.O. shoot
was well run and organized. I even had a nice chat with
the state of Michigan I.B.O. Rep Lori Card while I was
there. I think my home club would be a great place for a
future I.B.O. shoot as well.
Moving on to the A.S.A.
To be perfectly honest, I have not shot in an A.S.A. event for three different
reasons. Reasons one and two are that they are not easily available near my
home and they require a membership. The third reason and the biggest factor in
my decision-making was that when we looked into hosting an A.S.A. event at my
club I was turned off by the idea of the host club having to pitch and sell
memberships for A.S.A. in order to make any profit. As a board member, I

personally did not find the organization to be club friendly as far as the economics
is concerned.
I’m not ruling out ever giving A.S.A. a shot because the game and scoring system
itself has almost exactly, what I am looking. A center 10, with lower and upper
bonus rings in play that count for 12. Now you have the risk vs reward I was
looking for. Center 10 is always a safe play but those 12’s make for an interesting
day. The risk gets even bigger in the later rounds when the upper back lung 14
ring is in play. Often a miss on a 14 will land you a 5. Now you have some
decisions to make and fortune can often favor the bold.
As much as I like the A.S.A. game my eyes were
opened to a world of archery fun the first time
I participated in an I.A.A. shoot. The game
itself currently features a mix of what I.B.O.
and A.S.A. do right. A 10 ring with a center 11
in play on every target and then a 14 ring in
play on every fifth target. Now we are talking! I
enjoyed my time so much shooting this event
(and every one I have attended after) that I
had to reach out to the creator of the
association. I have since become friends with C.r. LaFata and I can tell you that
there may be no better person in the Michigan archery community.
The I.A.A. has a slogan that I think rings true to my heart, “Where the archer
comes first.” I.A.A. shoots are fun, friendly and can be as competitive as you like.
The I.A.A. has multiple classes and a spot for everyone no matter your equipment
or skill level. Archers can choose to shoot in a money class, trophy class or simply
a non-qualifying class. This means you can approach the day in anyway you please
with any budget. Also, the I.A.A. has no required
memberships. No pressure to join and no pressure to
keep score if you don’t want.
One of the best things about each I.A.A. event is there
is a cluster of prizes that are given away via random
draw! Therefore, even if your arrows are not finding
your intended destination you have a great chance at
still leaving a winner. Trust me, this has been the case
with me already.

Furthermore, I look forward to hosting the I.A.A. at my home club one day as they
are an extremely club friendly organization. I.A.A. has a big following here in
Michigan and all of their shoots are very well attended. Along with a generous
split between the club, the organization and the prize money, hosting an I.A.A.
event is a win for everybody involved.
No matter what your motivation is for getting into the 3D archery scene you
cannot go wrong by visiting any of the clubs here in the great mitten state. There
are many worse ways to spend a day than flinging arrows at foam with friends. If
you are looking to spice up your archery skills and perhaps compare yourself with
some of the best shooters the state has to offer, I highly suggest you join me at
the next I.A.A. shoot near you. You can find their schedule on their website which
is www.MichiganIAA.com
Make sure to say “Hi,” when you see me there and good luck on those 14 rings!

2018 MBH Rendezvous
Our club is excited to announce that we will be setting the course for the MBH
shoot in July at the Harrison County Fairgrounds. More info will come on work
parties soon and we thank those of you who will travel with us as it is great
marketing and a money maker for the club.

Next Board Meeting

July 3rd, 2018
7 pm

Beginer’s Luck Bear Hunt

Dave Richmond
When the chance for a black bear hunt was offered, I couldn't pass it up. I never
really had an interest in bow hunting any animal other than white tail deer up to
that point.
But when I was asked it was the perfect time and it was with the right people.
Everything else kind of fell into place as I booked the hunt back in February 2017
at the Harrisburg PA outdoors show. I had months of anticipation before I headed
north to New Brunswick, Canada.
I prepared like I always do for a normal deer hunt. I shot my bow a few times a
week, checked my arrows, and made sure everything was on. One tip I've learned
when leaving for a hunting trip is to triple check everything and then triple check
it again. You don't want to arrive in camp and be missing something important.
So after months of planning and preparation, I packed up and headed to Canada.
I arrived at camp on a Sunday morning checked in and unpacked. We went over
everything, met the guides and ate some of the best food I've ever had.
The next day we started the bear hunt!

The first afternoon I watched a sow and 3 cubs. When I first saw something black I
didn't know what to think. Keep in mind; I've never seen a bear out in the wild
before. Knowing this bear could climb the tree I was in meant I didn't move a
muscle! I didn't want them to see me or even know I existed.
The feeling of seeing these bears was unbelievable. They don't make a sound! It's
not like a deer you can hear crunching on
leaves from 100 yards away. These bears are
so sneaky, no wonder they call them the
black ghost!
On the 4th afternoon I was set up in a new
location and within 2 hours I had a bear
coming in. Trying to get the perfect shot was
difficult I actually drew back 3 separate
times without releasing a arrow.
Finally the boar gave me a perfect 18 yard
shot and I was able to find it 40 yards later!

I can't explain the feeling of experiencing this. I learned a lot, met great people,
made some new friends and I'm already booked to go back next year.
This is one animal I would highly recommend you hunt if given the chance.

Rustic outdoor camp for boys and girls in grades 1st-6th featuring archery, music,
games, nature, campfires, friendship and FUN!!
Click here to register:
https://www.williwisedaycamp.com/

Club By-Laws and Constitution

As a reminder, the clubs governing documents can be found on our website via
the link below.

http://www.landolakesbowmen.com/by-laws--constitution.html

Special Thanks to our Target Sponsors

We also would like to thank the follow
members for contributing to the target
herd.
Dave & Sue Marsh
John & Denise Pyeatt
Steve & Suzette Ominski
Mick & Alissa Parks
Tom & Mia Holscher
James & Barb Thibodeau
Robin Howell
Dave Curry
Rick Pelske
Pat & Karen Gleason
Ken Scollick
Jack & Mary Briggs
Jack & Kathy Shanks
James and Ulrike Vanover
Carole & Same Morello
Kathy & Bill Bouman
Leasa & Chris Sieniewicz
Sherri & Mike Wisser

The following people have targets
sponsored in their loving memory.
Lawrence Vincent
Joe Vincent
William Faber

We hope to see you at the club!

Want to be featured in a future issue of The Bowmen?
Email Social Media Director Bill Hoffman: Info@Landolakesbowmen.com
Cover Immage: Director Kevin Johnson with his 2017 Michigan Buck.

